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Abstract
Transport and the spread of heat inHamiltonian one dimensionalmomentum conserving nonlinear
systems is commonly thought to proceed anomalously. Notable exceptions, however, do exist of
which the coupled rotatormodel is a prominent case. Therefore, the quest arises to identify the origin
ofmanifest anomalous energy andmomentum transport in those low dimensional systems.We
develop the theory for both, the statistical densities formomentum- and energy-spread and
particularly itsmomentum-/heat-diffusion behavior, as well as its correspondingmomentum/heat
transport features.We demonstrate that the second temporal derivative of themean squared deviation
of themomentum spread is proportional to the equilibrium correlation of the totalmomentum flux.
Subtracting the part which corresponds to a ballisticmomentum spread relates (via this integrated,
subleadingmomentum flux correlation) to an effective viscosity, or equivalently, to the underlying
momentumdiffusivity.We next put forward the intriguing hypothesis: normal spread of this so
adjusted excessmomentumdensity causes normal energy spread and alike normal heat transport
(Fourier Law). Its corollary being that an anomalous, superdiffusive broadening of this adjusted excess
momentumdensity in turn implies an anomalous energy spread and correspondingly anomalous,
superdiffusive heat transport. This hypothesis is successfully corroboratedwithin extensivemolecular
dynamics simulations over large extended time scales. Our numerical validation of the hypothesis
involves four distinct archetype classes of nonlinear pair-interaction potentials: (i) a globally bounded
pair interaction (the noted coupled rotatormodel), (ii) unbounded interactions acting at large
distances (the coupled rotatormodel amendedwith harmonic pair interactions), (iii) the case of a
hard point gaswith unbounded square-well interactions and (iv) a pair interaction potential being
unbounded at short distances while displaying an asymptotic free part (Lennard–Jonesmodel).We
compare our findingswith recent predictions obtained fromnonlinear fluctuating hydrodynamics
theory.
1. Introduction
The investigation of heat conduction in low dimensional nonlinear lattices has attracted ever increasing
attention in the statistical physics community [1–3]. Although early relevant work [4] can be traced back to
1993, an increased activity has spurred since the discovery of anomalous heat conduction occurring in one
dimensional (1D)momentum-conserving Fermi–Pasta–Ulam (FPU)-β lattices [5] in 1997. In those low
dimensional study cases the thermal conductivity κ of the FPU-β lattice was found to divergewith the lattice size
N as κ ∝ αN , with α< <0 1. This finding consequently yields a system-size dependent thermal conductivity,
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identified for other archetype 1Dmomentum-conserving stylized nonlinear systems, such as the 1Ddiatomic
Toda lattices [6], and, importantly, has been predicted to occur inmomentum-conserving physicalmaterials,
such as in carbon nanotubes [7], silicon nanowires [8] and in polymer chains [9]. Experimentally, the
breakdownof Fourierʼs law has presently been confirmed for 1D carbon nanotubes and baron-nitride
nanotubes [10] and in two dimensional (2D) suspended graphene [11].
On the other hand, the low (1D, 2D) spatial dimension alone is not the sole feature that determines whether
the validity of Fourierʼs law holds up. For example, normal heat conduction obeying Fourierʼs law has been
established beyond doubt for 1Dnonlinear Frenkel–Kontorova [12] lattices and ϕ4 lattices [13, 14]. For those
nonlinear lattice systems the totalmomentum is not conserved, being due to the presence of the on-site
potentials. These numerical results for 1D lattices led to a conjecture that the property ofmomentum-
conservation in low dimensional systemsmight be at the origin to give rise to anomalous heat conduction for 1D
and 2Dnonlinear lattices, e.g. see [1, 2, 15, 16]. It then later came as a surprise that contradictory results emerged
for other stylizedmomentum-conserved nonlinear 1D lattices, exhibiting saturated thermal conductivities such
as the rotatormodel [17, 18] and amomentum-conserving variation of the ding-a-lingmodel [19]. Giardinà
andKurchan also provided a family ofmodels with orwithoutmomentum-conservationwhich, however, all
obey Fourierʼs law [20]. Therefore this situation gives rise to the dilemma ofwhat physics is at the root for the
occurrence of the breakdown of the Fourier behavior in 1Dnonlinear lattices [21, 22].Most recently, relying on
numerical simulations, Savin andKosevich [23] showed that thermal conduction obeys Fourierʼs law for 1D
momentum-conserving lattices with a 1DLennard–Jones interaction, aMorse interaction, and aswell a
Coulomb-like interaction. Those numericalfindings let them to conclude (we think erroneously, see in
section 4.4 below, and, aswell, in [24]) that normal heat conduction emerges formomentum-conserving lattices
whenever the pair interaction potentials are asymptotically free at large interaction distances.
In this work, we focus on heat transport in 1Dmomentum-conserving nonlinear lattices from another
aspect, namely, the diffusive spread of energy andmomentum. It is acknowledged that there exists a profound
connection between heat conduction and heat diffusionwithin the regionwhere Fourierʼs law is valid. For
example, take the normal heat conduction in 1D cases: Fourierʼs law states that κ= − ∂j Tx , where j denotes the
local heatflux and ∂ Tx is the non-equilibrium temperature gradient. If we combine this with local energy
conservation; i.e., ∂ + ∂ =E j 0t x and, additionally, use the relation between the local energy density E and the
temperatureT, i.e., =E c Tv (with cv being the volumetric specific heat), then the familiar heat diffusion
equation ∂ = ∂T D Tt x2 can be derived. The normal heat diffusivity equals κ=D cv .
Microscopically, normal heat diffusion can be characterized by themean square displacement of the
correspondingHelfandmoment [25], which then connects to normal heat conductivity via theGreen–Kubo
formula. The efforts trying to bridge heat conduction and diffusion beyond the normal case have only been put
forward in the recent decade [22, 24, 26–33]. Remarkably, it is only recently that a general and rigorous
connection between heat conduction and heat diffusion has been established from first principles [34]: it is
shown that in the linear response regime, the evolution of the second order time-derivative of themean squared
deviation (MSD) of a general energy diffusion process is determined by the equilibriumheat flux
autocorrelation function of the system—the central quantity that enters theGreen–Kubo formula for the
thermal heat conductivity. The key ingredient for obtaining thisMSDof the energy spread relies on the energy–
energy correlation function ′C x t x( , ; , 0)E [35], as rigorously shown in recent work [34]. This thermal
equilibrium excess energy–energy correlation indeed is the fundamental quantity that determines the behavior
of non-equilibriumheat diffusion, as well as the non-equilibriumheat conduction in a regime not too far
displaced from thermal equilibrium. Thus, using the energy–energy correlation function, we can conveniently
identify whether the heat diffusion in a nonlinear lattice occurs normal or anomalous.
With this present studywe aim to shedmore light on the conundrum that underpins anomalous heat
transport in 1Dnonlinear lattices. In doing sowe studywithmolecular dynamics (MD) simulations four
different nonlinear 1Dmomentum-conserving nonlinear lattices. The 1-st one is the 1D coupled rotator lattice
which has a bounded interaction potential; i.e., the potential is bounded in configuration space and therefore the
motion of the particles are not confined. The 2nd test case studies an unbounded harmonic interaction potential
in combinationwith the coupled rotator interaction potential. The 3rd test case is the hard point gasmodel with
alternatingmasses subject to infinite square-well pair interactions. Thismodel is believed to show goodmixing
properties and therefore fast convergence features. As yet a 4th 1Dnonlinear systemwe consider a Lennard–
Jones 1D-interaction potential, being unbounded at short interaction distanceswhile being free at large
interaction distances. This lattermodel thus allows for bond dissociation at large interaction distances. For all
these test beds the correlation functions for the local excess energy deviations aswell as the local excess
momentum are calculated via extensive equilibriumnumericalMD-simulations.
Our studies corroborate the result that normal heat diffusion is found for the coupled rotator lattice.We also
demonstrate that in addition to normal heat diffusion the overall dynamics is accompanied by a normal
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momentumdiffusion.We then elucidate that these two features imply that the systemdynamics is ruled by the
emergence of afinitemomentumdiffusivity. This observation therefore insinuates that the 1D rotatormodel
physicallymimics afluid behavior. In clear contrast, wefind that anomalous heat diffusion occurs for
momentum-conserving nonlinear 1D lattices which contain an unbounded interaction potential, as it is the case
alsowith nonlinear FPU-lattices, the hard point gas and also the Lennard–Jones case. The anomalous heat
diffusion and corresponding anomalous heat conductivity behavior is shown to be accompanied in all those test
cases with themomentum excess density to undergo anomalous superdiffusion. This latter feature causes a
divergent effective viscosity, thusmimicking physically a solid-like behavior.
The present study is organized as follows. In section 2, we briefly review the state of the art of the theory for
excess energy diffusion and then develop the theory describing the diffusion of excessmomentum. In section 3,
we put forward our hypothesis for the occurrence of normal/anomalous heat transport. This hypothesis is tested
thoroughly in section 4.We start out by performing numerical studies on an overall bounded interaction
potential, namely the coupled rotatormodel. This is then followed by studying a variant of this rotatormodel by
complementing it with unbounded harmonic pair interactions. In additionwe discuss the cases with a hard
point gas and a Lennard–Jones pair interaction. These detailed numericalMD studies for these four nonlinear
lattice systems support the fact that it is not themere presence or absence of the symmetry ofmomentum
conservation but rather the presence or absence of afluid-like behavior, as characterizedwith normal spread of
themomentum excess density, whichwe speculate to be at the source for the validity or the breakdown of
Fourierʼs law behavior. For the prior known cases with the dynamics subjected in addition to nonlinear on-site
potentials themomentum conservation is broken: the emergence of Fourierʼs Law in this latter situation is then
ruled by nonlinear scattering processes which provide afinitemean free path behavior for the heat transfer [36].
Additional conclusions and remaining open issues are presentedwith section 5.
2.Diffusion of heat andmomentum
Let us consider systemswith amomentum-conserving, homogeneous 1DnonlinearHamiltonian lattice
dynamics with nearest neighbor interactions. TheirHamiltonian can be cast in the general form
∑ ∑= + − ≡+H
p
m
V q q H
2














where the set pi denote themomenta of particles of identicalmassesm. The set qi are the displacements from the
equilibriumposition for the ith atomwith = ± ± … ± −i N0, 1, 2, , ( 1) 2, where an odd value ofN is assumed
for the sake of convenience. The part −+V q q( )i i1 is the interaction potential between neighboring sites i and
+i 1.WithHiwe formally denote the local energy at site i.Moreover, throughout our numerical analysis we
shallmake use of periodic boundary conditions; i.e., we set =+q qN i i and =+p pN i i. The center ofmass velocity
of the system is chosen at rest; i.e. =v 0cm . Note also thatwe use here strictlyHamiltonian lattice systemswhich
contain no stochastic interaction parts of a spatial or a temporal nature.
2.1.Heat diffusion
We start out with the description of heat diffusion in a discrete 1D lattice following [34]. In doing so, we
introduce the energy–energy correlation function, reading:
Δ Δ
≡C i t j
H t H
k T c







where Δ ≡ − 〈 〉H t H t H t( ) ( ) ( )i i i and 〈 〉· · · denotes the ensemble average over canonical thermal equilibrium
at a temperatureT and cv is the specific heat per particle.
Given this autocorrelation function of energyfluctuations, one can evaluate the time evolution of the excess
energy distribution ρ i t( , )E starting out from an initial, near thermal equilibrium state, characterized by the
initial excess energy perturbation ξ i( ).We consider the case of a localized, small initial excess energy
perturbation at the central site, i.e., ξ ϵδ=i( ) i,0.We can then use linear response theory for the excess energy
distribution ρ i t( , )E to obtain [34]:







This excess energy distribution remains normalized at all later times t, being due to the conservation of energy.
The commonly used quantity which quantifies the speed of heat diffusion is theMSD Δ〈 〉x t( ) E2 of the excess
energy distribution. For a discrete 1D lattice withN sites one thus obtainswith 〈 〉 =x t( ) 0E
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whereCJ(t) denotes the equilibrium autocorrelation function of total heat flux defined as
∑Δ Δ= 〈 〉 =C t
N
J t J J t j( )
1
( ) (0) , ( ) , (6)J
i
i
wherein ≡ − ∂ − ∂−j V q q q( )i
p
m i i i1
i is the local heatflux.Note that this correlationCJ(t) is just what enters the
Green–Kubo formula for thermal conductivity [1, 2, 37, 38], beingwritten as < >J t J N( ) (0) . This is so because
herewith =v 0cm and Δ =J t J t( ) ( ), as the equilibrium average obeys < > =J t( ) 0.Moreover, J(t) contains no
energy current stemming from transporting charge in an electromagnetic field or an energy current stemming
froma particle concentration gradient.
CJ(t) is the quantity that enters thewell-knownGreen–Kubo expression for the thermal conductivity κ. For
normal heatflow it explicitly reads, ∫κ = ∞k T C t t1 ( ) ( )dB J2 0 .
The relation in (5) connects heat conductionwith heat diffusion in a rigorous way. As a consequence, the
investigation of heat conduction can equivalently be obtained from studying heat diffusion. Themost important
quantity is the energyfluctuation autocorrelation function = =C i t j t( , ; 0, 0)E in equation (2); it encodes all
the necessary information about heat diffusion and heat conduction. As one can defer from equations (4) and
(5), the energy–energy correlation function = =C i t j t( , ; 0, 0)E determines the dynamical behavior of the
MSDof heat diffusion as well as the autocorrelation function of total heat fluxCJ(t ).
As an example take the FPU-βmodel which displays anomalous heat diffusion: there, the energy
autocorrelation = =C i t j t( , ; 0, 0)E follows a Levywalk distribution, being quite distinct from anormal
Gaussian distribution in the long time limit [27, 28, 35]. This statistics then gives rise to a superdiffusive behavior
for the energy spread, reading
Δ β∼ < <βx t t( ) , 1 2 . (7)
E
2
The corresponding, formally diverging anomalous thermal conductivity can be extracted to read [34]
∫κ
Δ























Here, ∼t N cs withN chosen sufficiently large presents the characteristic time-scale of heat diffusion. The
quantity c refers to the speed of sound for inherent renormalized phonons [39].
2.2.Momentumdiffusion
The scheme for the excess energy heat diffusion can likewise be generalized for the problemof corresponding
diffusion of excessmomentum. For a nonlinear lattices with aHamiltonian in equation (1), the translational
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by observing that ∂ − ∂ = −∂ − ∂+ + +V q q q V q q q( ) ( )i i i i i i1 1 1.
Using an analogous reasoning as put forwardwith the preceding subsection for heat diffusionwe can define
the autocorrelation function for the excessmomentum fluctuation [35], reading explicitly:
Δ Δ
=C i t j
p t p
mk T





where Δ ≡ − 〈 〉 =p t p t p t p t( ) ( ) ( ) ( )i i i i , observing that 〈 〉 =p t( ) 0i in thermal equilibrium. Following the
reasoning of the previous subsectionwe next demonstrate that thismomentum–momentum autocorrelation
function describes, within linear response theory, the diffusion ofmomentum along the lattice.
To elucidate this issuewe consider alike a lattice in thermal equilibrium at temperatureT.We apply a small
kick of short duration to the jth particle. The kick occurs with a constant impulse  , yielding a force kick at site j
as
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δ=f t t( ) ( ). (11)j
Upon integrating the equation ofmotion from themoment immediately before the kick (denoted as = −t 0 ) to
themoment immediately after the kick (denoted as = +t 0 ), wefind that the sole effect of this kick is to change
themomentumof the jth particle by an amount  . Themomenta of all other particles, as well as the position of
all particles remain unchanged. Formally, this is recast as
δ= − = =+ −( ) ( )p t p t0 0 , (12)i i i j,
= − = =+ −( ) ( )q t q t0 0 0. (13)i i
The full time evolution of themomenta and positions is not analytically accessible for non-integrable
nonlinear lattice systems.However, given that  is small, the validity regime of linear response is obeyed. The
explicit response can be obtained by referring to canonical linear response theory for an isolated system [40].
Specifically, we assume that the systemhas been prepared in the infinite past, = −∞t , with the canonical
distribution
∫ρ ρ β Γ β= −∞ = = − = −t
Z
H Z H( )
1
exp ; d exp , (14)T Teq
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ ⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
where β = k T1T B and Γ = ⋯ ⋯q pd d d1 1 .With a time dependent force fj(t) applied to the jth particle, the total
Hamiltonian reads = −H H f t q( )j jtot .With the systemdynamics being closed, the evolution of the phase space







H t L t
( )
, ( ) ( ) , (15)tot tot
⎧⎨⎩
⎫⎬⎭
where ⋯ ⋯{ , }denotes the Poisson bracket. The linear response solution can be readily obtained up to thefirst
order of fj, yielding
∫ρ ρ Δρ ρ ρ= + = + −∞t t
mk T
s p f t s( ) ( )
1






The operator L is the Liouville operator for the original, unperturbed system, i.e. =LA H A{ , } for any quantity




= = =p t p t
p t p
mk T
C i t j( ) ( )d
( ) (0)





For = +t 0 , it reduces to δ〈 〉 =+p (0 )i i jresponse , due to equipartition δ〈 〉 =p p mk T(0) (0)i j B i j, , which is
consistent with equation (12).
The conservation of totalmomentum implies that, ∑ p t( )i i response, is conserved as well. Evaluating this
sum at time t=0 yields ∑ =C i t j( , ; , 0) 1i P for all later times t. The excessmomentumdensity function ρ i t( , )P






C i t j( , )
( )
( )






which remains normalized in the course of time >t 0. The density ρ i t( , )P is, however, not necessarily semi-
positive everywhere; i.e. it again does not present amanifest probability density for all later times t.
With time evolving, we notice that the excessmomentum autocorrelation equation (10) describes the spread
of themomentumdistribution after the initial kick has occurred. As can be observed below, for increasing times
t the quantity C j t j( , ; , 0)P decreases (at least for some finite time). This implies the decrease of themomentum
of the jth particle. The lostmomentum is transferred to its neighbors. This feature physicallymimics a viscous
behavior.
Let us next assume that the kick is applied to the center particle; i.e. we explicitly set j=0. Similarly to
equation (4), we define theMSDof the excessmomentum Δ〈 〉x t( ) P2 for a discrete lattice as











Because of the conservation of totalmomentum, in analogy to the energy continuity relation, wemay define
a ‘momentumflux’ jPi via the localmomentum continuity relation. To see this, wewrite down theNewtonian
equation ofmotion for the ith particle, reading
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By defining themomentumflux as = −∂ − ∂ = ∂ − ∂− − −j V q q q V q q q( ) ( )i
P
i i i i i i1 1 1, we obtain a discrete form












Note that themomentum flux ji
P is actually the force exerted on particle i fromparticle −i( 1). Its ensemble
average ji
P yields the average internal pressure.
Following the strategy used for heat diffusion, one can derive a corresponding relation for the second time















Here, the centered autocorrelation function of themomentumflux is given by
∑Δ Δ= =C t
N
J t J J j( )
1





It should be observed that here themomentum flux ΔJ t( )P , unlike for energyflux, cannot be replacedwith
J t( )P itself. This is so because the equilibrium average is typically non-vanishingwith Λ< > =J t N( )P , where Λ
denotes a possibly non-vanishing internal equilibriumpressure in cases where the interaction potential is not
symmetric.
The presence of afinite, isothermal sound speed cmay imply that themomentum spread contains a ballistic
component. Spreading then occurs into the positive and negative directions with velocity c, with the two centers
of equal weight 1 2moving at velocities ±c [25].We hencemust subtract this trivial ballistic part c t1
2
2 2 for the
weighted ( )1
2
one-sided spread in configuration space. The effective bulk viscosity η is thus given as an
integration over this subleading excessmomentum correlation C t( )J P over time in terms of aGreen–Kubo
formula [25, 41], reading
∫η ≡ −
→∞ k T
C s s mc tlim
1










In case that themomentumdiffusion occurs normal one can invoke the concept of afinitemomentum





















Therefore, for the discrete lattices discussed here, this so introduced viscosity η precisely equals themomentum
diffusivity times the atommass, namely
η = mD . (26)P
Given a situationwhere the excessmomentumdensity spreads not normally the limit in equation (25) no longer
exits. The integration in equation (24) formally diverges, thus leading to an infinite viscosity.
In the context of this workwe find that such an infinite viscosity indicates amanifest solid-like behavior. In
distinct contrast, however, a result with afinite effective viscosity indicates an effective fluid-like behavior.
3. The hypothesis
The general folklore in the field of anomalous heat conduction [15, 16] is that inmomentum-conserving 1D
nonlinear lattices one encounters an anomalous heat conductance behavior. The case with the rotatormodel,
however, presents an eminent exception. Sowhat is the physicalmechanismwhich can explain such exceptions?
—Anobservation is that in all those presently known cases exhibiting anomalous 1Dheat conductance the
interaction potential has been of unbounded nature at large interaction distances. The known exceptions,
predominantly thewell studied case with the rotatormodel, do not possess such unbounded pair interactions at
long distances. Obviously the formof the overall interaction doesmatter for the violation of Fourierʼs law.One
may speculate that the emergence of the anomalous behavior is rooted in the formof an excessmomentum
density dynamics that behaves solid-like in the sense that themomentumdiffusion does not support afinite
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effective viscosity in the spirit defined above. In contrast, a Fourier-like behaviormay become possible if the
inherentmomentumdynamics ismore fluid-like, consequently possessing afinite effectivemomentum
diffusivity. An appealing conjecture therefore is that it is the physics ofmomentumdiffusionwhich rules
whether heat transport occurs normal or anomalous. In short, we next test with differentmodels the following
hypothesis:
(i) Heat transport in nonlinear 1D momentum-conserving Hamiltonian lattice systems occurs normal whenever
the spread of the profile of the excessmomentumdensity, upon subtracting a possibly present leading ballistic
part, is normal.
(ii) The corollary being that heat transport occurs anomalous whenever this so adjusted, subleading momentum
excess density spreads superdiffusive.
If this hypothesis holds true it is expected to hold vice versa, i.e., with heat/momentum substituted by
momentum/energy.
4. Testing the hypothesis
Wenext test this so stated hypothesis numerically with four classes of nonlinearHamiltonian lattice dynamics.
The numerical procedure used and the details of scaling of parameters and dimensionless units are deferred to
the appendix.
4.1. Coupled rotator dynamics
As afirst test bed for the above hypothesis we scrutinize the normal heat transport behavior in a nonlinear,
momentum-conserving 1Doccurringwith the coupled rotator lattice. Throughout the remainingwe shall use
Hamiltonian latticemodels with corresponding dimensionless units [1, 2]. TheHamiltonian for the coupled
rotator lattice dynamics reads
















Notably, here the nonlinear,momentum-conserving interaction potential is bounded for all arguments via the
cosine function. The local energy density is = + − −+H p q q2 [1 cos( )]i i i i
2
1 .Without loss of generality, we
consider the initial distribution of the excess energy ormomentum to be aKronecker-delta function in the
lattice center. The autocorrelation functions = =C i t j t( , ; 0, 0)E and = =C i t j t( , ; 0, 0)P for energy and
momentum are defined according to equations (2) and (10). Thus, the temporo-spatial behavior of
= =C i t j t( , ; 0, 0)E and = =C i t j t( , ; 0, 0)P describe the dynamics of energy andmomentumdiffusion
starting out from the central position.With the interaction potential being symmetric there is vanishing internal
pressure.
Infigure 1(a), we depict the correlation functions = =C i t j t( , ; 0, 0)E for the energy diffusion versus
evolving relative time span t. For sufficiently large times twe observe that the energy autocorrelation function
= =C i t j t( , ; 0, 0)E evolves very closely into aGaussian distribution function (but still spatially boundedwith
the causal cone, as determined by afinite speed of sound); i.e., its profile is perfectly well given by
π











withDE denoting the diffusion constant for heat diffusion. As a result, theMSDof heat diffusion Δ〈 〉x t( ) E2 then
depicts at for sufficiently long time t a linear dependence in time t, being the hallmark for normal diffusion.




∼ = =−x t i C i t i
D t
D t( ) ( , )
1
4






2 2 2 iDE t
2
4
Accordingly, heat diffusion theory in [34] for normal diffusion of heat Δ〈 〉x t( ) E2 implies that the heat
conduction behavior is normal as well, with the heat conductivity given by κ = c DEv .
This Gaussian behavior for = =C i t j t( , ; 0, 0)E with its corresponding linear time-dependence of the
MSD for heat diffusion Δ〈 〉 ∝x t t( ) E2 has been observed previously in nonlinear 1D lattices which explicitly do
breakmomentum conservation by including an on-site potential. For example, this is so for the case of 1D
lattices with a ϕ4 on-site potential [35]. In the latter case it is agreed among all practitioners that normal heat
7
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conduction occurs beyond any doubt [13, 14]. The situationwithmomentum-conserving 1D-coupled rotator
lattices, however, is far frombeing settled in the literature [21, 22]. Here the possibility for a diverging thermal
conductivity in the thermodynamic limit is still considered as an option by some practitioners. The present state
of the art is non-conclusive although prior extensive numerical simulations, using either theGreen–Kubo
method or theNon-equilibriummolecular dynamics (NEMD)method, both seem to indicate that the thermal
conductivity is size-independent [17, 18]. The source of the ongoing dispute is that the numerical results
stemming either from theGreen–Kubomethod and/or theNEMDmethod, all performed forfinite lattice sizes,
may possibly not be consistent withmanifest asymptotic results in the thermodynamical limit.
In contrast, as we emphasizedwith the previous section, the energy autocorrelation function
= =C i t j t( , ; 0, 0)E constitutes a fundamental, detailedmeasure yielding informationwell beyond theMSDof
energy spread Δ〈 〉x t( ) E2 [34, 39]. This is so because of its equivalencewith theGreen–Kubo formula, which
derives from the salient relation detailedwith equation (5). Put differently, the temporal-spatial distribution of
= =C i t j t( , ; 0, 0)E yields improved,more detailed insight as compared to amethod thatmerely evaluates via
MDdirectly theGreen–Kubo integral expression.
Next we study the diffusion of the excessmomentumvia themomentum autocorrelation function
= =C i t j t( , ; 0, 0)P . Ourfindings are depictedwithfigure 1(b). Onefinds that not only does the energy
diffusion obey aGaussian behavior, but also themomentumdiffusion occurs Gaussianwithin our explored
large regimes of correlation time spans t.
This behavior of = =C i t j t( , ; 0, 0)P in this coupled rotator lattice possessing a bounded interaction
potential is therefore very distinct from the behavior of the = =C i t j t( , ; 0, 0)P occurring in themomentum-
Figure 1.Heat andmomentum transport in the coupled rotatormodel: upper panels (a) and (b): spatial distribution of the energy
autocorrelation ρ = = =i t C i t j t( , ) ( , ; 0, 0)E E and themomentum autocorrelation ρ = = =i t C i t j t( , ) ( , ; 0, 0)P P , respec-
tively. The correlation times are t=200 (dotted blue), 400 (dashed red), and 600 (solid green). Lower panels (c) and (d): themean
squared deviation (MSD) of the energy Δ〈 〉x t( ) E2 and themomentum Δ〈 〉x t( ) P2 , respectively. A perfect linear time dependence of
theMSD can be clearly detected for both, the energy and themomentum. The lattice size is chosenN=1501 and the temperature is
≈T 0.413.
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conserving in FPU-β lattice [35]. OurMSDof the excessmomentum Δ〈 〉x t( ) P2 nicely follows a perfect linear
time dependence, as can be deduced from figure 1(d).
According to equation (24), the viscosity η for this coupled rotator 1D lattice is therefore finite. Put
differently, it exhibits afluidic-like characteristics referred to in the previous section. In distinct contrast, the
effective viscosity η for the FPU-β lattice is diverging towards infinity in the thermodynamic limit; thus
displaying the solid-like characteristics, as discussed in section 2, see equation (24). In contrast to the case of the
FPU-β lattice with three local conservation laws, here the angle −+q q( )i i1 is not conserved. Thus, only two local
conservation laws formomentum and energy are present, but none for the stretch (ormass). Nonlinear
fluctuating hydrodynamics theory (NFHT) then predicts a central, diffusive spreading formomentum [42]
without oppositemoving side-peaks; –this being in full agreementwith our findings. The investigation of the
momentum diffusion behavior in this coupled rotator lattice (for a preliminary account see in the arXiv [43]) has
inspired renewed attention fromother groups as well [44, 45].
4.2. Coupled rotator dynamics amendedwith harmonic interactions
In testing our hypothesis furtherwe next amend the rotator coupling by adding an additional unbounded, but
symmetric harmonic interaction potential. This transforms the original coupled rotator 1D lattice with bounded
interaction into amomentum-conserving 1D lattice with a vanishing internal pressure, but nowwith an
unbounded pair interaction, being provided by the harmonic contribution. TheHamiltonian for this so
amended coupled rotatormodel reads:








( ) , (30)
i
i










whereK denotes the strength of the harmonic interaction. The totalmomentum is still conserved.
Using the same numerical procedure we numerically study the heat andmomentumdiffusion for this set up.
Infigure 2(a), the energy autocorrelation function = =C i t j t( , ; 0, 0)E at different correlation times is shown.
Thefinite broadened side peaks exhibited by = =C i t j t( , ; 0, 0)E imply that heat conduction no longer
proceeds normal; instead an anomalous, faster-than-linear superdiffusive time dependence of theMSDof the
energy spread Δ〈 〉x t( ) E2 is depictedwith figure 2(b). This numerically confirms that heat conduction in this
unbounded 1D lattice is rendered anomalous. Our numerical fit exhibits this superdiffusive heat spreading,
growing as Δ〈 〉 ∝x t t( ) E2 1.40. Notably, this superdiffusion exponent, β = 1.40, for the amended rotatormodel
is consistent with a previous result of β = 1.40 for the FPU-β lattice [35]. Both, the amended rotatormodel and
the FPU-β lattice dynamics dwell a symmetric potential with a corresponding internal vanishing pressure.
We emphasize that the energy autocorrelation function = =C i t j t( , ; 0, 0)E is directly connectedwith the
transport coefficient of thermal conductivity [34]. In the recent developedNFHT [31, 32], three normalmodes,
including one central heatmode ±f x t( , )1 and two oppositemoving soundmodes ±f x t1( , ) are obtained upon
expanding the three Euler equations up to second order only [32].Whether such aminimalmodification is
sufficient tomodel the transport features is still under debate. In particular, it remains to be shownwhether this
approximate procedure yields in fact a sufficiently good approximation of the true dynamical transport
behavior. In this spirit we hope that our present work shedsmore light onto this still open question.
According to Spohn [32], the energy autocorrelation function C x t( , )E can be decomposed into the three
normalmodes as = + +− +C x t af x t bf x t af x t( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , )E 1 0 1 . The prefactors a and b aremodel dependent
and usually depend on temperature. For example, it is obtained that a=0 and b=0.83 for the FPU-β lattice at
T=1 [24]. In this case, the energy autocorrelation function C x t( , )E and the heatmode f x t( , )0 are equivalent,
except for a different value for the prefactor. Therefore, theMSDobtained from the energy autocorrelation
function C x t( , )E and of the central heatmode f x t( , )0 should follow the same time dependence. However,
NFHTpredicts an exponent of β = 1.50 for the heatmode in lattices with symmetrical potential at zero pressure
[32]. This prediction for β = 1.50, although quite close, distinctly differs nevertheless fromourfinding here
that β = 1.40. This value β = 1.40 agrees, asmentioned above, alsowith the prior results for the FPU-β lattice
dynamics [35, 46].
This discrepancy between the numerical results and theNFHTmay originate from an apparent inconsistent
assumption employed in [32]:Namely, in [32], it is assumed that all the three peaks of the normalmodes have a
widthmuch less than ct , where c denotes the sound velocity. Using this assumption, one employs the decoupling
that the product ≃±f x t f x t( , ) ( , ) 00 1 for large t. Imposing such zero overlap one proceeds in deriving that the
diffusion of the soundmodes occurs normal while the diffusion of heatmode is superdiffusive with an exponent
of 1.50. Note however that here thewidth of the heatmode (∝t1.50) exceeds ct in the asymptotic large time limit,
apparently thus contradicting the assumptionmade.
The question then arises whether this anomalous heat transport behavior is also reflected by the behavior for
momentumdiffusion. The numerically evaluatedmomentum autocorrelation function = =C i t j t( , ; 0, 0)P
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versus the lattice site is depicted infigure 3(a) for different correlation times. The solely present two side peaks
move outwardswith a constant sound velocity c, giving rise to a ballistic diffusion behavior for themomentum
autocorrelation function = =C i t j t( , ; 0, 0)P with the leading termproportional to c t2 2. The true diffusion
behavior ofmomentum is reflected by the subleading termor the self-diffusion of the side peaks themselves
[42]. The best way to illustrate thismomentumbehavior of self-diffusion is to present the decay of the height of
the side peaks as a function of time. For a normal diffusion behavior this decay of the height of the peaksmust
follow an inverse square root law, being proportional to −t 0.5. A decay faster than −t 0.50 doesmanifest itself as a
non-diffusive, superdiffusive behavior. Indeed this feature is corroborated numerically with a behavior for the
decay of the central height of the peak(s) of = =C i t j t( , ; 0, 0)P , which is found to be proportional to −t 0.55.
This can be detected clearly fromfigure 3(b). In order to double-check this non-diffusive behavior of the
momentum self-diffusion, we plot the rescaled side peaks of = = γC i t j t t( , ; 0, 0) ·P in a co-moving frame at
the sound velocity c for different times: infigure 3(c) with γ = 0.50 (diffusive) and in (d)with γ = 0.55 (non-
diffusive). It is fair to say that the value γ = 0.55fitsmuch better the data. This in turn indicates that the self-
diffusion behavior of themomentum is non-diffusive for the symmetrically amended rotatormodel at zero
pressure. For thismodel, themomentum autocorrelation function = =C i t j t( , ; 0, 0)P coincides with the two
sound normalmodes ±f 1defined inNFHT.However, our numerical results of γ = 0.55 again deviates from the
prediction that γ = 0.50 fromNFHT [32].
4.3.Hard point gasmodel with a square-well potential and alternatingmasses
The hard point gasmodelmimics a sort of idealized fluidwith unbounded interactions strength. The
Hamiltonian of a 1Dhard point gasmodel can be expressed as [33]:
∑ ∑= + −
= ≠ =
















where the setup ofmassesmi=1 for even i andmi=3 for odd i, see in [33]. This choice converts thismodel into a
non-integrable dynamics with strongmixing properties. The latter aspect is advantageouswhen it comes to the
convergence issues at long times and large sizes inMD simulations. The symmetric square-well interaction
potential reads [33]
= < < = ∞V x x V x( ) 0, if 0 1; ( ) , otherwise . (32)sw sw
Because each unit cell contains two particles, the local energyHj and themomentum pj used for calculation
need to be redefined as = +−H H Hj j j2 1 2 and the localmomentum as = +−p p pj j j2 1 2 where the number of
unit cells amounts to half of the total particles.
According toNFHT [32], this hard point gasmodel with a square-well interaction potential and alternating
masses can be classified into the same class as the FPU-β lattice, and alike the amended coupled rotatormodel. In
thismodel, the energy andmomentum autocorrelation functions = =C i t j t( , ; 0, 0)E and
Figure 2.Heat transport in the amended rotatormodel with additional harmonic pair interactions: (a) the normalized correlation
functions of excess energy density ρ = = =i t C i t j t( , ) ( , ; 0, 0)E E for the rotator with unbounded interaction potentials. The
correlation time are t=200 (blue), 600 (red), and 1000 (green). (b) TheMSDof the energy spread Δ〈 〉x t( ) E2 . The time dependence
ceases to be linear for the energy diffusion. The solid blue power law lines serve as a guide to the eye for the power law like behavior of
the data in the large time regime. The parameters used in the numerical simulations areN=2501 andK=0.5. The calculated
equilibrium temperature is at ≈T 0.800.
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= =C i t j t( , ; 0, 0)P coincidewith the heatmode f0 and soundmodes ±f 1 in theNFHT, respectively. The
NFHTpredicts that the energy diffusion is Levywalk superdiffusive with Δ〈 〉 ∝x t t( ) E2 1.50, whereas the self-
diffusion ofmomentum is predictedwithinNFHT to be normal diffusive.
Infigure 4(a), we depict the energy autocorrelation function = =C i t j t( , ; 0, 0)E at different times.
Comparedwith the amended rotatormodel and the FPU-β lattice, the two side peaks aremuch smaller,
although still not vanishing (being only barely visible infigure 4(a)). TheMSDof the energy spread is plotted in
figure 4(b), yielding a superdiffusive behavior with Δ〈 〉 ∝x t t( ) E2 1.40. As for the FPU-β lattice and our amended
coupled rotatormodel result our finding distinctly deviates from theNFHTprediction; it is however consistent
with our numerical results of amended rotatormodel as well as the previously studied FPU-β lattice, which all
yield numerically an exponent β = 1.40. This againmay indicate thatNFH-Theory is quite good, although not
sufficiently accurate enough to account for the full nonlinear dynamics at work.
Of greater concern are the deviations formomentum spreadwhich theory predicts to be normal butwhich
seemingly does notfit our numerical results. Themomentum autocorrelation functions = =C i t j t( , ; 0, 0)P
at different times are depicted infigure 5(a). Herewefind results that are quite similar to the amended coupled
rotatormodel: The two side sound peaksmove in opposite directionwith a constant sound speed c. To explore
themomentum self-diffusion behavior in greater detail, we closely investigate the decay of the central height of
the two side peaks, see infigure 5(b). This decay of the height of the peak are best fittedwith a decay law
proportional to −t 0.57. Being different from the normal diffusive scaling −t 0.5 this indicates a non-diffusive
behavior for themomentum spread. The rescaledmomentum excess density = = γC i t j t t( , ; 0, 0) ·P in the
co-moving frame of the sound velocity of the center of the side peaks are plotted infigure 5(c)with (i) γ = 0.50
Figure 3.Excessmomentum spread in the amended coupled rotatormodel with additional harmonic pair interactions present: (a) the
normalized correlation functions of excessmomentumdensity ρ = = =i t C i t j t( , ) ( , ; 0, 0)P P for the rotator with unbounded
interaction potentials. The correlation time are t=200 (blue), 600 (red), and 1000 (green). Each has two symmetric side peaksmoving
outside with a constant sound velocity c. (b) The decay of the height of the side peak of ρ i t( , )P . The solid blue power law lines with the
dependence of ∼ −t 0.55 is the bestfit for the data from t=400 to t=1000. (c) The rescaled plot of the side peaks of ρ i t( , )P with the
exponent of 0.50 in themoving frame of sound velocity c at =t 400, 600, 800 and 1000. (d) The rescaled plot of the side peaks of
ρ i t( , )P with the exponent of 0.55 in themoving frame of sound velocity c at =t 400, 600, 800 and 1000. The parameters used in the
numerical simulations areN=2501 andK=0.5. The calculated equilibrium temperature is at ≈T 0.800.
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(normal diffusion) and also (d)with (ii) γ = 0.57 (anomalous superdiffusion).Most importantly, the curves
with γ = 0.57 fit convincingly better with the numerical data. This feature therefore reconfirms (contrary to the
NFHTprediction [32, 33]) anomalousmomentum spread for the hard point gas with a square-well interaction
potential.
4.4. Testing a Lennard–Jones pair interaction
Inspecting the preceding three testmodel cases one is led to speculate that itmaywell be the unbounded part of
the interaction potential that is at the cause for a normal heat andmomentum transport behavior in nonlinear
1Dmomentum-conserving lattices. Such a reasoning has obtained support in view of the recent numerical
studies by Savin andKosevich [23]which numerically find that heat conductivity remainsfinite in 1D
interaction potentials possessing a regime that allows for dissociation at asymptotic large interaction distances as
it occurs, for example, with the Lennard–Jones 1D case. If so, then for our hypothesis to hold upwe shouldfind
that in this case the subleadingmomentum self-diffusion behavior should emerge normal.
Using the same numerical schemes as for the foregoing three lattice cases we next test our hypothesis for a
Lennard–Jones setup. The correspondingHamiltonian is given by



































using the same parameters as in Savin andKosevichʼs paper; i.e., σ = −2 1 6 and a binding energy ε = 1 72 [23].
Here, the pair interaction potential is unbounded at short interaction distances but becomes free at large
interaction distances, allowing dissociation. Due to this asymmetry in the interaction potential the internal
pressureΛ assumes afinite value. The autocorrelation functions = =C i t j t( , ; 0, 0)E and
= =C i t j t( , ; 0, 0)P for energy andmomentum are defined as before with equations (2) and (10), respectively.
Infigure 6(a), we depict the correlation functions = =C i t j t( , ; 0, 0)E for the energy diffusion versus the
correlation time t. For sufficient large times twe observe that the energy autocorrelation function
= =C i t j t( , ; 0, 0)E evolves with two broadened side peaks, being rather distinct from a normal, Gaussian-like
energy distribution spreading. Consequently, the corresponding energyMSD is therefore not normal, i.e. it is
not proportional to time t. In fact it assumes at long times a power-law like behavior, being below an overall
ballistic spreading, see figure 6(b).
Let us next also study themomentum spread for this test case. Infigure 6(c), themomentum autocorrelation
function = =C i t j t( , ; 0, 0)P at different times are shown. The decay of the height of the side peaks are also
depictedwithfigure 6(d).We detect numerically a behavior for the decay of the peak heights proportional to −t 1.
In perfect agreement with our stated hypothesis, we thusfind aswell a non-diffusivemomentum self-diffusion
for this forth test case. Ourfindings not only contradict the recent results reportedwith [23], predicting therein a
Figure 4. Spreading of heat in the hard point gasmodel with symmetric square-well interaction potential with alternatingmasses at
zero internal pressure: (a) the normalized energy correlation functions of excess energy density ρ = = =i t C i t j t( , ) ( , ; 0, 0)E E . The
correlation times are t=400 (blue), 700 (red), and 1000 (green). (b) The anomalousMSDof the energy spread Δ〈 〉x t( ) E2 . The solid
blue power law lines serve as a guide to the eye for the power law like behavior of the data in the asymptotic large time regime. The
parameters used in the numerical simulations are identical to the choicemade in [33]with a total number of particlesN=4096.
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normal behavior for heat transport, but as wellmake evident that it is notnecessarily the shape of the interaction
potential which rules whether transport proceeds normal or anomalous.
5. Conclusions and outlook
The objective of studying energy andmomentum transport in low-dimensional systems has recently attracted
renewed interest in view of profound advances in theory, namely (i) the derivation of new transport relations
[34] and (ii) new insight into scaling behaviors [24, 31–33, 36]. Apart from the role of energy spread and energy
transport also the problemof associatedmomentum spread andmomentum transport gained recent attention
[32, 35, 43, 44]. Despite this recent progressmany open problems remain and the regime of validity of
approximate theory predictions,most prominently for the appealingNFHT [32], is still under active debate.
With this workwe studied transport and diffusion characteristics of different classes ofmomentum-
conserving nonlinear D1 Hamiltonian dynamics for both, heat andmomentum.Using recent results of [34]we
started out showing that for energy diffusion there exists a close relationship between the behavior of excess
energy diffusion and the overall conductivity behavior for thermal heat transport. This relationship has then
been generalized alike for the case ofmomentumdiffusion in 1Dnonlinear lattices. For the subleading part of
momentum spread beyond its possible ballistic transport yields a diffusivity which relates to the time derivative
of the asymptoticMSD for excessmomentum, see in equation (25). The consideration ofmomentum spread
offers the possibility to quantify an effective viscosity, being proportional to themomentumdiffusivity,
Figure 5.Momentum spread in the hard point gasmodel with a square-well interaction potential composed of alternatingmasses at
vanishing internal pressure: (a) the normalized correlation functions of excessmomentumdensity ρ = = =i t C i t j t( , ) ( , ; 0, 0)P P .
The correlation times are t=400 (blue), 700 (red), and 1000 (green). Each has two symmetric side peaksmoving in opposite direction
with a constant sound velocity c. (b) The decay of the height of the side peaks of ρ i t( , )P . The solid blue power law lines depict a decay
law proportional to ∼ −t 0.57 as the bestfit for the data from t=400 to t=1000. (c) The rescaled plot of the side peaks of ρ i t( , )P with
the exponent 0.50 in the co-moving frame of the sound speed c at =t 400, 600, 800 and 1000. (d) The rescaled plot of the side peaks
of ρ i t( , )P with the exponent of 0.57 in themoving frame of sound velocity c at =t 400, 600, 800 and 1000. The parameters used in
the numerical simulations are the same as in [33]withN=4096.
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equation (26). For normalmomentumdiffusion this effective viscosity isfinite while it diverges with increasing
time t if the intrinsicmomentumdiffusion occurs superdiffusive.
Amain open problem in this field is the questionwhen and underwhat conditions the energy and
momentum transport deviate fromnormal. Put differently, when is transport and diffusive spreading occurring
anomalously in lowdimensional nonlinearHamiltonian systems. In this context the authors here put forward
their speculative hypothesis that normal (anomalous) heat transport has its origin in normal (anomalous)
momentum spread, and vice versa.Having no proof available for this hypothesis we tested the claim by
investigating numerically four different nonlinearmodel systems ofmomentum conserving nonlinear dynamics
that are expected to belong to different classes for their energy/momentum transport characteristics. Thesewere
(i) the coupled rotator dynamics, (ii) its generalization involving the addition of unbounded harmonic
interactions, (iii) the hard point gas and (iv) a case with an asymptotic free dissociation regime (Lennard–Jones
interaction potential).
As amainfinding from these extensive numerical simulationswe can assess that our so stated hypothesis
does hold up. This encouraging positive result, however, does not assure that it is fundamentally correct, as we
have tested only a finite sample of nonlinearHamiltonianmodels.Moreover, onemay argue fairly that any
numerical verification lacks a profound analytical foundation. Particularly, the question remainswhether the
numericalfindings still hold true in the extreme asymptotic regime of time → ∞t , being beyond any numerical
accessibility at this time. It can be convincingly stated, however, that themere conservation ofmomentum in 1D
Hamiltonian systems does generally not imply anomalous transport.
Figure 6.Energy spread in a 1DLennard–Jones lattice system. (a) And (c) the normalized correlation functions of the excess energy
density and excessmomentumdensity ρ = = =i t C i t j t( , ) ( , ; 0, 0)E E , ρ = = =i t C i t j t( , ) ( , ; 0, 0)P P for the case with a
Lennard–Jones interaction potential. The correlation times are t=500 (blue),1000 (red), and 1500 (green). (b) TheMSDof the energy
spread Δ〈 〉x t( ) E2 . (d) The decay of the height of the side peaks of ρ i t( , )P . In both situations (b) and (d), the solid blue power law lines
serve as a guide to the eye for the data in the large time regime. The parameters in the numerical simulations are forN=5001,
σ = −2 1 6 and ε = 1 72, which are the same parameters as used in Savin andKosevichʼs paper [23]. The calculated equilibrium
temperature is at ≈T 0.002.
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Our simulations also shed new light on the question of whether the recentNFHT [32] is accurate enough to
predict the scaling regimes for energy andmomentum transport. Asmentioned, this theory is approximative in
that it is based on a expansion of the Euler equations to second order only. In addition, it involves further
approximations such as a decoupling of differentmodes at large times, which seemingly cannot be convincingly
justified in presence of anomalous, superdiffusive energy transport. Nevertheless, this theory admittedly is the
best available at present times. Its scaling prediction for energy transport inmodels with symmetric unbounded
interaction potentials yields an exponent β = 1.50; this being quite close, but still distinctly different fromour
numerical value that β = 1.40. Evenmore interesting is the prediction ofNFHT thatmomentum spread should
occur normal in these cases, thus violating our stated hypothesis. Our precise numerics shows however that such
a normalmomentumdiffusion behavior does notfit with our numericalfindings. This has been shownwith the
non-diffusive decay characteristics of the central peaks of the two oppositemoving two side peaks in the excess
momentumdensity function. This deviation is additionally substantiatedwith the failure of a collapse of the data
for an assumed normal diffusion in the co-moving frame of sound propagation. The behavior rather fits
beautifully, however, with a collapse using anomalousmomentumdiffusion;—thereby corroborating our stated
hypothesis. In this context wemay point out that similar deviations from anormal diffusive scaling for the sound
mode are present in the numerics performed by the advocates ofNFHT: upon inspecting figure 8 in [24] one
detects a similar failure of a diffusive collapse. The numerically established failure here of a diffusive collapse for
the case of the fully chaotic hard point gas is particularly trustworthy aswe profit fromunderlying fast numerical
converge features.
An interesting question for future studies is whether the criterion can be extended to anomalous/normal
heatflowoccurring in 2Dmomentum-conserving nonlinear lattice systems. Typically, the anomalous heat
conductance then tends to diverge in system size logarithmically [1, 2, 11, 47–50]. Last but not least, the
discussed complexity of normal versus anomalous heat andmomentum transport in lowdimensionsmight
possibly be put to constructive usewhen designing 1D lowdimensional devices for function, such as it is the case
for the timely topic of ‘phononics’ [51].
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Appendix
A.1. Dimensionless units
For the investigation of the dynamics of 1Dnonlinear latticemodels, dimensionless units have been applied
throughout as a convenient tool. As discussed in [51], the setup of dimensionless units ismodel dependent.We
will elaborate below the details of the used dimensionless units for the 1Dnonlinear latticemodels considered in
this work.




























where pi and qi denote the dimensionalmomentum anddisplacement from equilibriumposition for ith atom.m
denotes the atommass and a is the lattice constant. The parameterV, possing the dimension of energy,
represents the coupling strength of the neighboring rotators.
For this coupled rotatormodel, one can introduce the dimensionless variables bymeasuring lengths in units
of πa[ (2 )], energies in units of V[ ], masses in units of m[ ], momenta in units of Vm[( ) ]1 2 , time in units of
πam V[ (2 )]1 2 1 2 . The temperaturewill bemeasured in units of V k[ ]B where kB is the Boltzmann constant. If we
implement the following substitutions:
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π→ → →H H V p p Vm q q a[ ], ( ) , [ (2 )] . (35)i i i i1 2⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
TheHamiltonian of equation (34) can be transformed into the dimensionless one of equation (27).



































where k0 denotes the extra coupling strength between neighboring atoms. The dimensionless units setup is the
same as that for coupled rotatormodel. Applying the same transformation of equation (35) and (36) can be
transformed into the dimensionlessHamiltonian of equation (30)with the dimensionless π=K a k V(4 )2 0 2 .
A.1.3. Hard point gas with alternatingmasses with square-well potential. The dimensionalHamiltonian of hard
point gasmodel is


















wheremi is themass for ith particle and the square-well potential can be described as
= < < = ∞V x x a V x( ) 0, if 0 ; ( ) , otherwise , (38)sw sw
with a denoting the average distance between neighboring particles. The alternatingmasses are introduced by
setting particlemasses =m mi 0 for an even number of i and =m m3i 0 for an odd number of i.
For this hard point gasmodel, one can introduce the dimensionless variables bymeasuring lengths in units
of a[ ], masses in units of m[ ]0 . Since there is no characteristic potential energy for thismodel, its dynamics is
essentially the same for any energy scale. One can arbitrarily choose an energy scale E0 as the reference energy
and the energies can bemeasured in units of E[ ]0 . As a result, themomenta can bemeasured in units of
m E[( ) ]0 0 1 2 and the time can bemeasured in units of a m E[ ( ) ]0 0 1 2 . The temperature can also bemeasured in
units of E k[ ]B0 . In our studywe used the same parameters as used in [33].
A.1.4. Lennard–Jonesmodel. The dimensional Lennard–Jonesmodel has the followingHamiltonian




































wherem is the atommass and a is the lattice constant. εε0 denotes the binding energy and ε is a dimensionless
parameter. σ is yet another dimensionless parameter.
For this Lennard–Jonesmodel, one can introduce the dimensionless variables bymeasuring lengths in units
of a[ ], masses in units of m[ ], energies in units of ε[ ]0 , momenta in units of ε m[( ) ]0 1 2 , time in units of
εa m[ ( ) ]0 1 2 . The temperature will bemeasured in units of ε k[ ]B0 . If we implement the following substitutions
ε ε→ → →H H p p m q q a[ ], ( ) , [ ] . (40)i i i i0 0 1 2⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
TheHamiltonian of equation (39) can then be transformed into the dimensionlessHamiltonian of
equation (33).
A.2. Numerical procedures
In order to obtain precise numerical results, we employMD simulations for an isolated system evolvingwith the
corresponding Liouvillian over large, extended time spans and used throughout periodic boundary conditions.
Themethod to obtain the correlation functions is adopted from [52]. The equations ofmotions are integrated
with a fourth order symplectic algorithm [53, 54].
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